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Words 

 

kitten rabbit eye Mr. the 

attack snack kittens skip ran 

they yes backpack sack eye (15) 

basket pick rackets kicks rabbit 

tennis they yet napkin basket 

attack yams skip kittens had (30) 

hid pack sack snack eye 

they rabbit tennis hid ash 

said best stick back they (45) 

basket rackets sick sack snack 
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Phrases 

pick rackets kittens in a basket skip tennis 

had their snack kept the kittens rabbit ran past (17) 

 

sat and had packs napkins hid the kittens 

attack the rabbits in the eye in the basket (34) 

kittens attack kids skip tennis napkin hid kittens  

in the eye Dan packs napkins attack the rabbit 

napkins and a snack sat and had rabbit ran past (62) 

Can-Can’s kittens the tennis rackets kids pick tennis 
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Story 

 

Kittens and a Rabbit at Tennis   

The kids pick tennis rackets. 

Ned packs Can-Can’s kittens in a basket. 

Dan packs napkins and a snack. (25) 

A rabbit ran past the tennis rackets. 

The kittens attack the rabbit! 

The rabbit kicks a kitten in the eye! (45) 

The kids kept the kittens in the basket. 

A napkin hid the kittens. 

The kids skip tennis. (62) 

They sat and had their snack. 

 


